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Delivered by

WELCOME TO OUR 30TH ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE!
Conference Partners & Supporters

Dear FIDIC Contract User,

The wait is over! The new FIDIC Suite of Contracts is here.

Supporting Partner

...Eighteen years after the iconic FIDIC Suite of Contracts was
launched in 1999, we’re delighted to announce that the new FIDIC
Suite of Contracts 2017 is now finalised and due for official launch at
our 30th Anniversary FIDIC Contract Users’ Conference in December!

Supporting Sponsors

Delegates will be able to secure copies of the new Red, Yellow and
Silver Books ahead of everyone else in the construction industry and
listen to detailed explanations by members of the FIDIC Contracts
Committee of the main changes and why these were deemed a necessary improvement to
help advance the global construction industry. You will receive a complimentary copy of the
new Red Book and be given the option to buy the 2017 editions of the Yellow and Silver Books
at a much reduced rate when registering for the event.

Associate Sponsors

In addition to full coverage of the new FIDIC Suite of Contracts, the agenda will also feature
a number of unmissable sessions. There are simply too many to mention but I would like
to draw your attention to two user-led panels: the first is the ever popular Case Studies
session where users from major firms and organisations detail how FIDIC was used to
underpin major projects and the lessons learnt in the process. The second is our brand
new Contractors’ panel featuring insights from major international contractors. These two
sessions will feature insights from Hochtief, Siemens, Strabag, Bouygues, EDF Vinci Group,
Ramboll, and others. Not to be missed!

Workshop Sponsors

Finally, I would like to encourage you to take full advantage of this unparalleled networking
opportunity by attending this year’s Gala Dinner on the evening of 5th December where we’ll
celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Users’ Conference as well as the 60th anniversary of the
Red Book.

Exhibitors

Association & Media Partners

We look forward to welcoming you to this special event!

Michele Costa
FIDIC Conference Series Director
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FIDIC 2017 PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE
4 December 2017

BIM Workshop & Claims
Workshop

Our topical and informative pre-conference workshops are an
excellent way to ease yourself into the world of FIDIC before the
main event’s kick off. The brand new workshop on BIM and Its
Impact on FIDIC Contract Management will focus on risks and
the necessary procedures and contractual arrangements for
the management of BIM within construction and professional
services agreements. Alternatively, the Claims workshop will
provide you with a step by step guide on how to successfully
manage and negotiate a claim. This is the most in-depth claims
training day you’ll be attending this year.

The first day of the conference will be marked by the much
anticipated unveiling of the changes to the new FIDIC Suite
of Contracts 2017. Members of the Contracts Committee will
brief you on all the main changes and explain what is new
in each of the books and why the changes were deemed
necessary. Day 1 will also feature a number of other key
sessions looking at the new FIDIC Directives for dealing
with modified contracts, the redefinition of the role of the
Engineer, claims and the road to dispute resolution, and much
more besides

5 December 2017

Main Conference
Day 1

The second day of the conference will give delegates the
opportunity to listen to a number of new case studies of
FIDIC application delivered by a group of highly experienced
users from some of the world’s largest infrastructure
companies. This will be followed by a lively panel discussion
on Contract Administration and Dispute Avoidance from an
International Contractor’s Perspective featuring speakers
from Siemens, Strabag, Bouygues and others. Other topics
in focus include: the enhanced contract variation provisions
in the new FIDIC Suite, and time bar provisions. DABs and
arbitration will also take centre stage. Last but not least,
delegates will have the opportunity to continue putting their
questions directly to our experts on stage, during one of the
dedicated Q&As.

6 December 2017

Main Conference
Day 2

7 December 2017

Dispute Resolution
Workshop & Modified
Contracts Workshop

Wrap up this year’s conference with attendance of some of
our most subscribed to workshops. These in-depth half-day
sessions are designed to promote maximum interaction
between each of the participants and the workshop leaders
and ensure that you get the answers you need to your
specific questions. Due to the high volume of registrations
received in previous years we can only guarantee a place to
the first 40 delegates, so you’ll have to be quick!

Big Themes
• Introduction to Using BIM under
FIDIC
• Managing BIM within construction
and professional services
agreements
• Managing risk
• Establishing cause and effect
• Claims

Big Themes
• Unveiling of the 2017 FIDIC Suite of
Contracts
• Risks and insurance provisions in
the New Books
• Redefinition of the Role of the
Engineer
• The enhanced claims provisions in
the new suite

Key Speakers
Mark Roe, PINSENT MASONS
Scott Lambert, AL TAMIMI & CO
Christophe Castaing, EGIS
Stephane Giraud, EGIS

Key Speakers
William Howard, FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
William Howard, FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Zoltán Záhonyi, FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Vincent Leloup, FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Dr Nael Bunni, FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Simon Worley, FIDIC UPDATES TASK GROUP

Big Themes
• Contract administration and dispute

Key Speakers
Edward Gaughan, HOCHTIEF
Birte Ravn, RAMBOLL
Mathias Fabich, PORR
Amaury Teillard, ETF VINCI GROUP
Francois Dore, BOUYGUES
Marko Denadic, STRABAG
Aniela Foster-Turner, SIEMENS

Big Themes

Key Speakers
Matthew Smith, K&L GATES
Rafal Morek, K&L GATES
Kirk Durrant, K&L GATES
Keith Strutt, DRIVER TRETT
Anthony Albertini, CLYDE & CO
David Brown, CLYDE & C0

avoidance from an international
contractor’s perspective
• Variations under FIDIC Suite 2017
• Time bar provisions
• International case studies review
• FIDIC’s new DAB rules
• Arbitration and ADR

• Advanced dispute resolution
• Dealing with modified contracts
under the new FIDIC guidance

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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EDITOR’S CHOICE
With over 50 speakers packed into 4 days of essential content, the Conference Director for the FIDIC International
Contract Users’ Conference has selected some of the sessions you cannot afford to miss in 2017:

Unveiling of the New FIDIC 2017 Suite of Contracts

Main Conference Day 1, 5th December

 IDIC’s Contracts Committee has updated the FIDIC 1999 Suite of
F
Contracts (Red Book, Yellow Book and Silver Book) and the Second
Edition 2017 of each of these three FIDIC contracts are being launched
at this conference. In this session, members of FIDIC’s Contracts
Committee, Executive Committee and Updates Task Group will identify
the main changes that have been made to the 1999 Rainbow Suite and
will briefly explain why these were decided by FIDIC to be necessary or
an improvement.

60 Years of FIDIC Contracts: Past, Present & Future

Main Conference Day 1, 5th December

 s we celebrate the 60th anniversary of the FIDIC Red Book and
A
prepare to launch the new Edition of the FIDIC Contract Suite 2017, this
session will provide a 360º perspective on the evolution of the FIDIC
Suite of Contracts towards where we are today and set the scene for
further discussion on on how the new generation suite will be better
equipped than ever to serve the international construction industry in
the most challenging of environments.

Risks and Insurance Provisions in the New FIDIC Books

Main Conference Day 1, 5th December

 lauses 17 to 19 of the New Editions of the FIDIC Forms of Contract
C
have been extensively modified to incorporate the latest thinking of
risk and risk management as expressed in international standards,
and in particular the 2009 Australian/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS
ISO31000:2009. The changes made reflect also modifications to the
flow from risk to responsibility, liability, indemnity and insurance. This
session will deal with these modifications,

The Enhanced Claim’s Provisions in the Updated
Contracts: What do These Mean?
Main Conference Day 1, 5th December

Eminent construction law experts Nicholas Gould (pictured) & Jeremy
Glover of Fenwick Elliott will discuss ways to try to avoid claims arising
under FIDIC and how to pursue a claim if there is no other option. You will
also gain an in-depth understanding of the enhanced claims provisions in
the updated contracts and what these mean for the industry.
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International Case Studies Review

Main Conference Day 2, 6th December

Benefit from understanding how FIDIC is working in the real world by
listening to case studies on the FIDIC Red, Yellow, Silver as well as other
books in the Rainbow Suite. Case study presenters, including Birte
Ravn from Ramboll (pictured), were drawn from a range of different
industries and will be covering a diverse array of projects. Another
great user-led session.

The International Contractors’ Perspective

Main Conference Day 2, 6th December

 his session will assemble seasoned Contractors and in-house
T
contract specialists from large infrastructure and engineering firms,
such as Strabag and Siemens Gamesa, operating at the coal face of
real world implementation of FIDIC Forms of contract. The panel
will be discussing critical areas of contract administration including
optimisation opportunities and common pitfalls to avoid. Listen from
Francois Dore (pictured) of Bouygues and many others.

Ask the FIDIC Experts Q&A

Main Conference Day 2, 6th December
 lways one of the most popular sessions in the agenda, our annual
A
Q&A sessions are your opportunity to put your questions directly to
acclaimed FIDIC experts and advisors to the Contracts Committee. In
a year where so many changes are being unveiled, I’m sure you’ll have
at least one burning question you’d like to see answered by our panel,
which includes distinguished experts such as Bill Howard (pictured),
amongst many others.

The Enhanced Contract Variation Provisions in the New
FIDIC Suite
Main Conference Day 2, 6th December

 hanges to the works lie at the heart of many construction disputes.
C
HFW Partners Max Wieliczko and Michael Sergeant (pictured) will once
again dissect the burning issue of variations under the FIDIC Forms of
Contract as featured in the new FIDIC Suite of Contracts 2017 Edition.

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com

NEW CASE STUDIES OF FIDIC APPLICATION BY USERS
We have selected four new case studies of FIDIC application from across different jurisdictions to provide an indepth view of how key FIDIC forms of contract are being used to underpin some large construction projects. These
user-led presentations are the sessions you’ll not want to miss:

Infrastructure for Environmental Cleaning,
Romania (Red & Silver Books)
Birte Ravn is Senior Chief Project Manager at Ramboll

Denmark, Department for Contract and Construction
Management. She has Extensive expertise in Project and
Contract Management (Resident engineer), including handling
claims on a day to day basis, in particular on a number of
facilities for Cleaning Contaminated Soil in Romania, on which
she will base her case study. The Programme was carried
through in accordance with FIDIC Red and Silver book.

Eastern European Infrastructure Projects
(Red & Yellow Books)

 athias Fabich is employed with PORR, one of the largest
M
construction companies in Austria and among Europe’s leading
providers. His responsibilities cover contract - and claim
management on the international market, including many FIDICbased contracts.The case studies will present two infrastructure
projects executed in South East Europe. One road project was
executed in Serbia and the contract was based on the FIDIC
Yellow Book 1999. The other case study, a power plant, was built in
Albania, based on the FIDIC Red Book 1999.

FIDIC Projects in South East Asia (Several Books)

Amaury Teillard recently joined ETF, an entity of the Vinci

Group specialised in design and build of railways works, as
their international legal counsel. He advises project teams
during the tendering phase and contract administration in
Northern and Southern America, Africa, Asia and Europe.
His case study will cover several different projects unpinned
by FIDIC, mostly in South East Asia, that will demonstrate
the clear benefits of FIDIC as a tool for structuring business
practices in developing economies.

FIDIC Forms in International Practice
(Several Books)

Edward
Gaughan of the global HOCHTIEF construction

group has over 35 years’ contractor experience in contract
management and dispute resolution in international building,
civil engineering, infrastructure and process plant projects
using standard and bespoke forms of contract; especially
FIDIC/FIDIC-based contracts, mainly Red and Yellow Book.
Edward will relate some of his experiences of FIDIC forms and
their use (and misuse) on construction projects in a number of
international locations.

Follow us today and get the inside scoop on all that is new across the FIDIC Contract Users’ Conference series.

#FIDICLond17

IBCLegalConferences

Construction Law & Engineering Network

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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FIDIC International Contract Users’ Conference

Main Conference Day 1
5 December 2017

08.30

Registration & Coffee

08:55

Opening Remarks from the Chair

W
 illiam Howard
Responsible Executive Committee Member
FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

09:00

President’s Opening Remarks

Alain Bentéjac
President
FIDIC

09:10

60 Years of FIDIC Contracts: Where we have Come From and Where we are Going
FIDIC was established in 1913 to represent the business interests of consulting engineers. This objective
was eventually extended to clarify the important role of the engineer in administering construction
contracts - a responsibility which was assumed by FIDIC, with strong support from the contracting
fraternity, and financing institutions. And so, the first Red Book was published in August 1957.
Remarkably, this document remained largely unchanged until 1977. The first Yellow Book followed
in 1963, and also proved very successful, with over 50,000 copies sold in over 80 countries, before it was
finally reviewed in 1980. FIDIC contracts are designed to survive, and to stand the test of time. This is what
makes them the international standard. This is what earns them the right to be protected, and clear
guidance offered on their interpretation and correct use at forums such as the FIDIC Contract Users’
Conference. This session will provide a 360º perspective on the evolution of the FIDIC Suite of
Contracts towards where we are today and set the scene for further discussion on the next generation of
the suite as presented in the 2017 edition.
Moderator:

Enrico Vink
Managing Director
FIDIC

Dr Nael Bunni
Special Adviser
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
William Howard
Responsible Executive Committee Member
FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Simon Worley
Task Group Leader
FIDIC UPDATES TASK GROUP
Zoltán Záhonyi
Chair
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Christopher Seppälä
Legal Advisor
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
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Main Conference Day 1
5 December 2017

Spotlight Session

09:50

Main Features of the Updated Red, Yellow and Silver Books: What has Changed and
Why
FIDIC’s Contracts Committee has updated the FIDIC 1999 Suite of Contracts (Red Book, Yellow Book and
Silver Book) and the Second Edition 2017 of each of these three FIDIC contracts are being launched at this
conference. In this session, members of FIDIC’s Contracts Committee, Executive Committeeand Updates
Task Group will identify the main changes that have been made to the 1999 Rainbow Suite and will briefly
explain why these were decided by FIDIC to be necessary or an improvement. The speakers will cover:
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

N
 ew definitions
N
 ew provisions to promote the Parties’collaboration
I mproved provisions for the timing of the Parties’ and the Engineer’s obligations.
N
 ew reciprocity between the Parties’ rightsand obligations
I mproved clarity and certainty in the important provisions relating to:
- unforeseeable physical conditions		
- Engineer’s agreement/determination
- performance security			
- design and review
- tests on completion			
- variations
- payment and valuation of the works
- claims
L
 imitation of liability and the Parties’indemnities
‘Force majeure’ à Exceptional Risks
C
 are of the Works and insurances
A
 mended claim provisions
O
 utline of the revised dispute provisions

10:50

Coffee Break

11:10

FIDIC 2017 and the Continuing Evolution of the Role of the Engineer
Since the first Red Book was published in 1957 the Engineer has played a central role in the administration
of a FIDIC contract. That role has evolved through the various editions and updates to reflect the myriad of
changes in international construction projects over the years, and the latest 2017 editions of the Red and
Yellow Books encapsulate that continuing Evolution. This session will chart that evolution and review
some of the key changes to the Engineer’s role to be found in the 2017 editions, covering:
The

historical role of the Engineer
The

evolution of the role of the Engineer
The

Engineer’s role in today’s international projects
A
 summary of the Engineer’s role in the new 2017 editions of the Red and Yellow Books compared to the
1999 first edition versions
n A
 detailed review of some of the key changes affecting the Engineer’s role to be found in the new 2017
editions compared to the 1999 first editions

n
n
n
n

Siobhan Fahey
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
William Godwin QC
Member
FIDIC UPDATES TASK GROUP
Aisha Nadar
Member
FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Vincent Leloup
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Simon Worley
Task Group Leader
FIDIC UPDATES TASK GROUP

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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Main Conference Day 1 | 5 December 2017
11:55

The Enhanced Claims Provisions in the Updated Contracts: What do These Mean?
This session will discuss ways to try to avoid claims arising in the first place but then, if they do arise, how
best to present claims under the FIDIC form with particular reference to:
n
n
n
n
n

12:30

U
 nderstanding typical project risks
U
 sing the tools the FIDIC contract gives you
D
 ifferent approaches under the civil and common law
T
 he requirements for notices of claim
H
 ow best to prevent claims becoming disputes

Ask the Contracts Committee - Q&A session
Our annual “Ask the Experts Q&A” session has become one of our most popular perennials with contract
users from across the globe. Put simply, the FIDIC Contract Users’ conference is your conference and this
is therefore your opportunity to put your questions directly to members of the FIDIC Contracts Committee
in attendance. Our experts will try to address as many of your questions as possible during the two days of
the event and these can be submitted to the contracts committee in a number of ways. You can:
n
n
n
n

A
 sk for the microphone and put your questions live to our panel on stage
S
 ubmit a question through our event app and have this answered in real time
T
 weet us your question using the hashtag #FIDIC17
E
 mail a complex question in advance to michele.costa@informa.com so this can be addressed by our
experts at the event having given it careful consideration in the run-up to the event

As a result of this year’s FIDIC Suite 2017 launch we expect this session to be particularly busy and several
members of the FIDIC Contracts’ Committee will be at hand to answer your questions, not only during this
Q&A session but also at lunch, dinner and the networking breaks over the two days of the event.

13:00

Lunch

14:10

Procurement, Reform and the FIDIC Forms of Contract: What Were the Key Experiences
and Conclusions and What is the Way Forward?
The FIDIC Pink book has been included in the IFI Standard Bidding Documents for almost 15 years. During
this time much has evolved in procurement and project delivery. The World Bank, along with other IFIs,
has under gone extensive procurement reforms aimed at better achieving value for money. Defining the
way forward, so that procurement can be used as a strategic tool in achieving core objectives of recipient
countries, as well as financial institutions, taking into account key issues such as sustainability, integrity,
and capacity building, is critical.
n A
 n outline of the Bank’s Procurement Reforms, including key features in the revised Effective
Development strategy
n F
 eaturing key ingredients of the procurement process from the MDB perspective
n F
 IDIC’s role before, during and after the contracting process

Nicholas Gould
Partner
FENWICK ELLIOTT
Jeremy Glover
Partner
FENWICK ELLIOTT
Kaj Möller
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Siobhan Fahey
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Vincent Leloup
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Zoltán Záhonyi
Chair
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

Hiba Tahboub
Governance Practice Manager
THE WORLD BANK
Evgeny Smirnov
Senior Procurement Specialist
EUROPEAN BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION &
DEVELOPMENT
Kitty Villani
Procurement Director
COUNCIL OF EUROPE DEVELOPMENT BANK
Aisha Nadar
Member
FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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Main Conference Day 1 | 5 December 2017

Spotlight Session

14:40

New Official Guidance on Modifying FIDIC Conditions – FIDIC Golden Principles

This session will offer an exclusive insight into the new FIDIC guidance on safely modifying FIDIC
Conditions of Contract by maintaining the integrity of the FIDIC Golden Principles, in order to minimize
disputes. The presenters are members of Task Group 15 on Golden Principles, whose remit is to determine
the limits of acceptable modification of Clauses in the Particular Conditions, so as the resultant contract
can still be recognised as a FIDIC compliant contract. These FIDIC Golden Principles are applicable to both
the FIDIC 1999 Suite, and the 2017 Second Editions. Case studies on critical Do’s and Dont’s will be provided
in the content of this session.
n
n
n
n
n

W
 hat is the status of the work that TG15 is engaged on at the moment?
B
 ackground to the Need for TG15 and its mandate.
R
 easons for Particular Conditions which infringe on the Golden Principles.
W
 aklthrough the TG15 Draft Golden Principles.
E
 xamples of Breach and proper use of the Golden Principles

Afternoon Coffee

15:40

The New Guidance Notes to the 2017 FIDIC Suite of Contracts – All You Need to Know on
How to Navigate Key Changes

STREAM A

15:20

Husni Madi
FIDIC Accredited Trainer; CEO Shura Construction
Management; Leader
FIDIC TASK GROUP 15
Donald Charrett
Member
FIDIC TASK GROUP 15

Together with an update and improvement of the General Conditions of Contract in the 2017 FIDIC Suite
of Contracts,FIDIC’s Contracts Committee has correspondingly updated the Guidance Notes for the
preparation of Particular Conditions. In this session FIDIC’s Contracts Committee’s Principal Drafter will
identify the main changes and newalternative clauses, including:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

M
 ilestones
L
 imitation of liability
O
 wnership of plant and materials
C
 oncurrent delays
T
 raining and supervisory assistance by the Contractor
V
 aluation of the Works
A
 dvance payment in instalments
E
 mployer-Supplied Materials and Employer’s Equipment
N
 ominated subcontractors
T
 he DAAB
A
 micable settlement of disputes
A
 rbitration

Siobhan Fahey
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

STREAM B

Risks and Insurance Provisions in the New FIDIC Books

 lauses 17 to 19 of the New Editions of the FIDICForms of Contract have been extensively modified to
C
incorporate the latestthinking of risk and risk management as expressed in International standards,and
in particular the 2009 Australian/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS ISO31000:2009. The changes made
reflectalso modifications to the flow from risk to responsibility, liability, indemnity and insurance. This
session will deal with these modifications, and in particular it will include:
n H
 ow the risk and riskmanagement is dealt with in the New FIDIC Forms;
n T
 he distinction betweenthe Employer’s Risks and Contractor’s Risks;
n T
 he different criteria ofRisk Allocation;
n H
 ow Responsibility andLiability for Care of the Works is dealt with;
n L
 iability for breach ofprofessional duty;
n T
 he indemnities thatshould be provided by the Parties for each other;
n E
 xceptional Events &Consequences; &
n T
 he insurancerequirements that must be catered for
As there are distinct differences between the variousFIDIC Forms, there would be differences between the
wording of these Clausesfor the Red, Yellow, and Silver Books and eventually the Gold and Bronze Book.

Dr Nael Bunni
Special Adviser
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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STREAM A

17:00

Making the Most of The FIDIC Suite of Agreements

 his session will take you through FIDIC’s update of its suite of Agreements, released in February 2017, for
T
use in professional services contracting. The new White Book (update of the 2006 Edition) for ClientConsultant relations, the Sub-consultancy Agreement, 2nd edition, 2017, whenever a White Book (or other)
Consultant aims at subcontracting part of its Services, and the JV Agreement for Consultants, 2nd edition
2017, forming a JV or a Consortium to deliver Services to a Client, under a White Book arrangement or other.
Coverage includes:
 ain features of the new FIDIC 2017 White Book vs. the 2006 Edition
n M
n T
 he new FIDIC 2017 Sub-Consultancy Agreement, to be used in conjunction with the new White Book or
other
 he New FIDIC 2017 JV Agreement – for Consultants teaming up under a White Book arrangement, or
n T
other, with the Client
 aking the most of the new suite of Agreements - top tips
n M
n Q
 uestions & Answers

Vincent Leloup
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Dr Sebastian Hök
Adjudicator
FIDIC PRESIDENT’S LIST

STREAM B

The New Contract Management Provisions in the Updated FIDIC Contracts

FIDIC has taken a long journey updating the 1999 Suite of Contracts, and the new books apparently became
much more detailed in contents and in certain procedures. This session introduces some of the various
more detailed contract management procedures in these documents, and seeks the answer to the question,
whether all these efforts were worth and the books became easier to apply and more user
friendly? Areas covered:
n
n
n
n
n

R
 eiterating the core aims of the update;
S
 treamlined vs more elaborate procedures (pros and cons);
T
 he new conditions’ impacts on the various stakeholders actions;
M
 ore time bars (?) – but are these real ones?
E
 xamples of changed / more detailed project management provisions

17:05

Chair’s Closing Remarks

17:15

Drinks Reception

19:00

Zoltán Záhonyi
Chair
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
John Greenhalgh
Member
FIDIC UPDATES TASK GROUP

30th Anniversary Gala Dinner

Join us to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the FIDIC Red Book, and the 30th anniversary of this
special Users Conference!
It’s time to celebrate and to acknowledge all those whose considerable efforts over many years
have led to the huge success, not only of the FIDIC contracts, but also the 30th occasion that
leading exponents have gathered together here in London, to share their vast experience, and
strengthen the international community of FIDIC Users
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FIDIC International Contract Users’ Conference
08:00

Breakfast Briefing 1 (Room A)

Breakfast Briefing 2 (Room B)

Update on FIDIC Gold Book

Update on FIDIC New Tunnelling and
Underground Works Contract Form
Led By:

Led By:

Matthias Neuenschwander
Chair
FIDIC-ITA TASK GROUP 10

 incent Leloup
V
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Registration & Coffee

09:00

Opening Remarks from Day Two Chair

09:05

International Case Studies Review by FIDIC Users

Spotlight Session

08:45

10:05

This panel session will assemble experienced FIDIC Contract Users from different regions
and industry sectors to share their experiences in using the FIDIC Contracts as key project
administration tools in some of the most challenging environments.Delegates will benefit from
listening to case studies on the FIDIC Red and Yellow Book, as well as other books in the FIDIC
Rainbow suite, and will also have an opportunity to pose any questions to the panellists. All 2017
case studies will be new to this conference.

Main Conference Day 2
6 December 2017

Aisha Nadar
Member
FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Birte Ravn
Senior Chief Project Manager
RAMBOLL
Edward Gaughan
Contract Administration/Risk Management
HOCHTIEF

Case Study 1: Infrastructure for Environmental Cleaning in Romania (Red & Silver Books)
Case Study 2: Eastern European Infrastructure Projects (Red & Silver Books)
Case Study 3: FIDIC Projects in South East Asia (Several Books)
Case Study 4: FIDIC Forms in International Practice (Several Books)

Amaury Teillard
International Legal Counsel
ETF VINCI GROUP

Contract Administration and Dispute Avoidance from an International Contractor’s
Perspective

Marko Denadic
Head of International Legal Department
STRABAG

This panel session will assemble seasoned Contractors and in-house contract specialists from
large infrastructure and engineering firms operating at the coal face of real world implementation
of FIDIC Forms of contract. Panellists will be discussing critical areas of contract administration
including optimisation opportunities and common pitfalls to avoid, as well as the latest trend in
dispute management and avoidance. Each of the speakers will provide a key takeaway or mantra
to live by as a Contractor-side user of FIDIC. Not to be missed!

Mathias Fabich
Head of Department Contract Management and
Prequalification
PORR

François Dore
Risk Management Director
BOUYGUES BÂTIMENT INTERNATIONAL
Aniela Foster-Turner
Senior Legal Counsel
SIEMENS GAMESA

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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Main Conference Day 2 | 6 December 2017
10:55

Coffee Break

11:15

The Enhanced Contract Variation Provisions in the New FIDIC Suite

n
n
n
n

11:55

Max Wieliczko
Partner
HFW

C
 hanges to the variations provisions under the new FIDIC suite of contracts
D
 ifferences with variations under the Red Book and Yellow Book
W
 hat type of variation instruction is required under the new contracts?
P
 rocedures for ordering and agreeing the value and scope for variations

Time Bar Provisions: What’s Changing?

The time bars for both Contractor and Employer claims are essential elements of the FIDIC Conditions of
Contract. Their project management purpose is clear but is not always implemented by the Parties. Civil
and common law regimes typically treat time bar provisions differently. Added to this, concern has been
expressed that Contractor and Employer claims are treated differently under the existing forms of FIDIC. Do
the proposed changes to the FIDIC contract address this problem? Coverage includes:
n
n
n
n

New Suite 2017

Claims’ Provisions

Themed Lunch Tables

13:55

DABs Role Under FIDIC Conditions - Current Practices and The New Rules

Jeremie Witt
Partner
CMS

Role of the Engineer

Along with the ongoing review and update of the FIDIC Yellow Book, Red Book and Silver Book, FIDIC are
reviewing and updating their Dispute Adjudication Rules with a view to reflect current best practice for
Dispute Boards. The main changes and improvements introduced will be explained and discussed during
this session. These will include, among others, the reformulation of the current 20 clauses of the FIDIC
contracts, with a new Clause 21 dedicated to dispute avoidance and resolution.

14:50

Coffee Break

15:10

Arbitration & Alternative Dispute Resolution

This session considers the phenomenon of construction disputes; what they are, how they occur and
crucially, how they can be minimized and resolved with the greatest efficiency. Specifically, attention
is focused on the FIDIC contractual provisions and their optimum operation. The aim is to equip the
representatives and advisors of the Parties and the Engineer to make good choices in moving towards
swift, cost effective resolution. Panellists will examine:
n
n
n
n
n

Adrian Bell
Partner
CMS

P
 urpose of the mechanisms for administering and processing claims
C
 ivil law treatment of time bar provisions
C
 ommon law treatment of time bar provisions
W
 hat changes are planned in the new FIDIC contracts?

12:35

12

Michael Sergeant
Partner
HFW

Variations are a key issue on projects. It is important to know how a variation should be ordered and what
instructions must be given. Disputes arise when there is disagreement about whether an item of work
counts as extra or if it has been formally ordered. This session will be run by the authors of “Construction
Contract Variations”, the only book that deals exclusively with this subject.

W
 hat constitutes a ‘dispute’?
H
 ow do construction disputes occur?
T
 he FIDIC Amicable Settlement provisions
A
 lternative Dispute Resolution techniques
I nternational Arbitration under FIDIC - looking forward

Contractor & Employer Issues

New DAB Rules

Frédéric Gillion
Partner
PINSENT MASONS
Christopher Miers
CEO Probyn Miers International Construction ADR
FIDIC PRESIDENTS’ LIST

Panellists:
Kai-Uwe Karl
Daniel Garton
Global Chief Litigation Counsel
Partner
GE RENEWABLE ENERGY
WHITE & CASE
Jane Davies Evans
Barrister
3VB BARRISTERS
Moderator:
Ellis Baker
Head of Construction & Engineering Practice Group
WHITE & CASE

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com

Main Conference Day 2 | 6 December 2017
16:05

Ask the FIDIC Experts & Special Advisors - Q&A session

This Q&A is always a popular session with contract users looking for cutting edge advise from several
leading international FIDIC advisors. Don’t miss your opportunity to put your questions directly to our
panel of FIDIC Experts and Special Advisors. They will try to address as many of your questions as
possible during the two days of the main conference and we would like to remind you these can be
submitted in a number of ways. You can:
n
n
n
n

A
 sk for the microphone and put your questions live to our panel on stage
S
 ubmit a question through our event app and have this answered in real time
T
 weet us your question using the hashtag #FIDIC17
E
 mail a complex question in advance to michele.costa@informa.com so this can be addressed by
our experts at the event having given it careful consideration in the run-up to the event

16:55

Closing Remarks

17:00

End of Conference

Christopher Seppälä
Legal Advisor
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE
Adrian Bell
Partner
CMS
Michael Sergeant
Partner
HFW
Aisha Nadar
Member
FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS 4 December 2017
WORKSHOP A: BIM and Its Impact on FIDIC Contract Management (08:30 Registration, 09:00 - 17:30 Workshop)
BIM continues to feature widely as a project requirement, as part of the increasing focus on
whole life project performance for effective construction procurement. Where BIM is applied
to the project it affects all those with design, construction and facilities management roles:
design consultants; cost consultants; specialist designers; contractors undertaking design; main
Morning Led by:

 cott Lambert
S
Regional Head of Construction & Infrastructure
AL TAMIMI & CO

Afternoon Led by:

contractors and sub-contractors; suppliers; and FM managers. This needs to be addressed within
all of the contracts for project participants who influence or contribute to the BIM model. This
workshop will focus on risks and the necessary procedures and contractual arrangements for the
management of BIM within construction and professional services agreements.
 hristophe Castaing
C
Director of Digital Engineering
EGIS

Stephane Giraud
Director ‘Dam’ & FIDIC Adjudicator
EGIS EAU

WORKSHOP B: Successfully Managing & Pursuing Claims (08:30 Registration, 09:00 - 17:30 Workshop)
A successful claimant is one who gets paid. Claimants very often cannot turn their claims into cash because amongst other things:
n T
 hey cannot establish cause and effect, and/or quantify their delay disruption and
acceleration Claims
n Failed to keep proper records, and/or They have agreed to an inappropriate dispute resolution
forum

n T
 hey contracted with the inappropriate counter party
n They cannot enforce the DAB Decision or the Arbitration Award

However, Claimants often prefer to focus on abstract legal rights. Against this background a team of leading Construction experts, will use knowledge gained over decades to demonstrate how to
manage and pursue Claims successfully. This will include a practical demonstration of what you need to win your case & get paid.
Led by:

Mark Roe
Partner
PINSENT MASONS

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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POST-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS 7 December 2017
WORKSHOP C: Dealing with Modified Contracts Under the New FIDIC Guidance (08:30 Registration, 09:00 - 12:30 Workshop)
FIDIC contracts require the parties to add important details, such as the amount of delay
damages, but also permit them to agree project-specific changes to the general conditions. This
workshop will be an opportunity to consider some of the key issues arising when negotiating
and agreeing such matters in the light of the new FIDIC Golden Principles directives, identifying
problem areas and pitfalls to look out for. The session will be interactive with practical examples
used to facilitate discussion and exchange of experiences. Topics covered will include:

Led by:

Matthew Smith
Partner
K&L GATES

n
n
n
n
n
n

 IDIC’s new guidelines on modifying conditions of contract
F
How do you modify a FIDIC contract? Dos and don’ts
Does the project location require a modification?
Choosing the governing law and other key terms
Dealing with changes to risk allocation and the dispute resolution clauses
Overview

Rafal Morek
Partner
K&L GATES

Kirk Durrant
Partner
K&L GATES

WORKSHOP D: Advanced Dispute Resolution Techniques (13:30 - 17:30 Workshop))
This workshop is an opportunity for discussion and involves working through a “mock dispute”
that progresses through FIDIC’s dispute escalation provisions. Workshop leaders will guide you
through tools for avoiding and resolving disputes. By attending this workshop, you will gain a
comprehensive understanding of:
n Practical issues, options and solutions in avoiding and resolving disputes: when negotiating
contracts and during projects
n The pros and cons of each stage of FIDIC’s dispute escalation processes
Led by:

Keith Strutt
Operations Director
DRIVER TRETT

n
n
n
n
n

 pproval / disapproval of claims and determinations
A
Dispute Adjudication Boards
Amicable settlement discussions
Arbitration, including enforcement of awards
Calls on on-demand bonds and the constraints in FIDIC’s Conditions of Contract

Anthony Albertini
Partner
CLYDE & CO

David Brown
Partner
CLYDE & CO

Experience the FIDIC International
Users’ Conference
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To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com

MEET 50+ FIDIC EXPERTS & USERS INCLUDING...
Siobhan Fahey

François Dore

Amaury Teillard

Edward Gaughan

Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

Risk Management Director
BOUYGUES BÂTIMENT INTERNATIONAL

International Legal Counsel
ETF VINCI GROUP

Contract Administration/Risk Management
HOCHTIEF

Birte Ravn
Senior Chief Project Manager
RAMBOLL

Zoltán Záhonyi

Vincent Leloup

Donald Charrett

Chair
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

Member
FIDIC TASK GROUP 15

Hiba Tahboub
Governance Practice Manager
THE WORLD BANK

Simon Worley
Team Leader and Principal Drafter
FIDIC UPDATES TASK GROUP

Aisha Nadar
Member
FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Dr Nael Bunni
Special Advisor
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

Dr Sebastian Hök
Adjudicator
FIDIC PRESIDENT’S LIST

Jeremy Glover
Partner
FENWICK ELLIOTT

Kai-Uwe Karl
Global Chief Litigation Counsel
GE RENEWABLE ENERGY

Nicholas Gould
Partner
FENWICK ELLIOTT

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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MEET 50+ FIDIC EXPERTS & USERS INCLUDING...
Evgeny Smirnov
Senior Procurement Specialist
EUROPEAN BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION
& DEVELOPMENT

Adrian Bell
Partner
CMS

Michael Sergeant
Partner
HFW

William Howard
Responsible Executive Committee Member
FIDIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Max Wieliczko

Jeremie Witt

Partner
HFW

Partner
CMS

William Godwin QC
Member
FIDIC UPDATES TASK GROUP

Husni Madi
FIDIC Accredited Trainer; CEO Shura
Construction Management; Leader
FIDIC TASK GROUP 15

Mathias Fabich
Head of Department Contract Management
and Prequalification
PORR

Enrico Vink
Managing Director
FIDIC

Ellis Baker
Head of Construction & Engineering
Practice Group
WHITE & CASE

Christopher Seppälä
Legal Advisor
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

Kaj Möller
Member
FIDIC CONTRACTS COMMITTEE

John Greenhalgh
Member
FIDIC UPDATES TASK GROUP

Alain Bentéjac
President-Elect
FIDIC

Marko Denadic
Head of International Legal Department
STRABAG
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To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com

MEET 50+ FIDIC EXPERTS & USERS INCLUDING...
Aniela Foster-Turner
Senior Legal Counsel
SIEMENS GAMESA

Kitty Villani
Procurement Director
COUNCIL OF EUROPE DEVELOPMENT
BANK

Mark Roe
Partner
PINSENT MASONS

Matthew Smith
Partner
K&L GATES

Rafal Morek
Partner
K&L GATES

Kirk Durrant

Partner
K&L GATES

Daniel Garton
Partner
WHITE & CASE

Christopher Miers
CEO Probyn Miers International
Construction ADR;
FIDIC PRESIDENTS’ LIST

Jane Davies Evans
Barrister
3VB BARRISTERS

Matthias Neuenschwander
Chair
FIDIC-ITA TASK GROUP 10

Christophe Castaing
Director of Digital Engineering
EGIS

Stephane Giraud
Director ‘Dam’ & FIDIC Adjudicator
EGIS

Register Today to Listen to Authoritative FIDIC Experts and Collect Your Copies of The New FIDIC 2017 Suite

Conditions of Contracts
for Construction

Conditions of Contracts
for EPC/Turnkey
Projects

Conditions of Contracts
for Plant and Design
Build

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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SUPPORTERS OF FIDIC INTERNATIONAL CONTRACT USERS’ CONFERENCE
Supporting Partner

White & Case is a leading global law firm with lawyers in 41 offices across 30 countries.
The White & Case Construction & Engineering group assists clients around the world on
all their construction-related needs, from drafting of tender and project documentation
to the resolution of disputes which may arise from or in relation to a construction
project.

Pinsent Masons is an award winning international law firm with over 400 lawyers
specialising in infrastructure worldwide. As the world’s leading adviser on construction
and infrastructure projects (Who’s Who Legal 2016 ), we have extensive experience of
all forms of FIDIC Contract under common law and civil code legal systems, in many
different sectors and jurisdictions around the world.”
Associate Sponsors

Supporting Sponsors
Associate Sponsors

CMS has more than 3,000 lawyers in 58 offices around the world and frequently
operates in those countries where we have no permanent base. We are recognised
as market leaders and top-ranked by independent directories for our expertise in
Construction (International Arbitration, Purchaser and Supplier), PFI/PPP, and Energy
and Natural Resources.

Holman Fenwick Willan (HFW) is an international law firm with offices in 13 cities
around the world, including Dubai, London, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Sydney
and Sao Paulo. It has a significant global construction team, advising on procurement
and contract negotiation, providing a “project counsel” role during the construction
phrase, as well developing claims and acting on disputes. The team works on a wide
variety of projects including energy, oil & gas, transport and large civil engineering
projects. The partners in the HFW team wrote the key book on construction project
changes, Construction Contract Variations.

Fenwick Elliott is a specialist construction law firm based in the UK serving
international clients in the building, engineering and energy sectors, including oil,
gas and power. We have a strong interest in Africa and African affairs and have been
working with clients on a variety of infrastructure and energy projects in a number
of African countries for some time now (Ethiopia, Ghana, Nigeria, North Africa, Sierra
Leone, South Africa, Sudan, Uganda). Fenwick Elliott provides a comprehensive range
of legal services on every aspect of the construction process. The firm acts nationally
and internationally for public and private sector clients on a wide range of major
infrastructure construction projects worldwide.

The lawyers in the K&L Gates Construction and Engineering practice have a complete
understanding of the industry. They draw upon their legal and technical experience
to work with clients to minimize disputes and accomplish common project goals. We
partner with our colleagues in other practice areas such as mergers and acquisitions,
labor and employment, intellectual pro perty, and immigration to offer our clients a full
range of legal services in support of the construction industry.

To register or for the latest information, please visit: https://law.knect365.com/fidic-international-contract-users/
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503 Email: law@KNect365.com
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FIDIC International Contract Users’ 2017
Main Conference Days: 5 - 6 December 2017
Workshops: 4 & 7 December 2017
Millennium Gloucester Hotel, London, UK

VIP CODE

(FKW82736)

Please quote the above VIP code when registering

WHEN AND WHERE
Venue:

FKW82736
Conference:
5 - 6 December 2017
Workshops:
4 & 7 December

FOUR EASY WAYS TO REGISTER
Telephone:
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5503

Email:

Please remember to quote
FKW82736

law@KNect365.com

Web:
https://law.knect365.
com/fidic-international-contract-users/

Complete and send this
registration form to:

Fax: +44 (0)20 7017 4746

Payment should be made within 14 days of registration. All registrations must be paid in advance of
the event.
When registering, please quote your VIP code – found in top right hand corner of this booking form.

HOW MUCH?
Full Event: 2-day main conference + 1 full-day
workshop + both half-day workshops
(specify 1 full-day workshop below)
3.5 Day Package: 2-day main conference + 1 full-day
workshop + 1 half-day workshop
(specify 1 full-day and 1 half-day workshop below)
3 Day Package 1: 2-day main conference + 1 full-day
workshop (specify 1 full-day workshop below)
3 Day Package 2: 2-day main conference + both half-day
workshops

2-day Main Conference Only:

Book by
10 Nov. 2017

Standard Price

SAVE £500
£3096

SAVE £400
£3196

+VAT@20% (£3715.20)

+VAT@20% (£3835.20)

SAVE £300
£2747

SAVE £200
£2847

+VAT@20% (£3296.40)

+VAT@20% (£3416.40)

SAVE £200
£2398

SAVE £100
£2498

+VAT@20% (£2877.60)

+VAT@20% (£2997.60)

SAVE £300
£2297

SAVE £200
£2397

+VAT@20% (£2756.40)

+VAT@20% (£2876.40)

SAVE £200
£1948

SAVE £100
£2048

+VAT@20% (£2337.60)

+VAT@20% (£2457.60)

SAVE £100
£1599
+VAT@20% (£1918.80)

£899

1 Full-day Workshop Only:
(specify 1 full-day workshop below)

+VAT@20% (£1078.80)

Half-day Workshops Only:
(specify 1 or 2 half-day workshop(s) below)

+VAT@20% (£538.80)

£449 each

£1699
+VAT@20% (£2038.80)

£899
+VAT@20% (£1078.80)

£449 each
+VAT@20% (£538.80)

Special extras for 2017: 
New Yellow & Silver Books: £60 + VAT @ 20% (£72.00)
 30th Anniversary Gala Dinner, 5th December: £75 + VAT @20% (£90.00)
Specify your workshop(s):
 Workshop A, 4 December, full-day: BIM and Its Impact on FIDIC Contract Management
 Workshop B, 4 December, full-day: Successfully Managing & Pursuing Claims
Workshop C, 7 December, half-day morning: Dealing with Modified Contracts Under the New
FIDIC Guidance
Workshop D, 7 December, half-day afternoon: Advanced Dispute Resolution Techniques
£200 saving for 3rd and subsequent delegates. The VAT rate is subject to change and may differ from the advertised rate.
The amount you are charged will be determined when your invoice is raised. Please note the conference fee does not include
accommodation or travel costs. All discounts can only be claimed at the time of registration and multi-booking discounts
cannot be combined with other discounts that may be available (apart from early booking discounts which are available to
everyone). The £200 saving for 3rd delegates is not available for people only attending a half-day workshop. All discounts are
subject to approval. We are happy to accept a replacement delegate for the whole event; however delegate passes cannot be
split or shared between delegates under any circumstances.

TWO EASY WAYS TO PAY
q By Bank Transfer: Full details of bank transfer options will be given with your invoice on registration.
q By Credit Card: To ensure we provide the highest level of security for your credit card details we are
unable to accept such payments via email or fax, which ensures that these details are never stored
on our network. To make payment by credit card on-line, please enter your credit card details in our
secure payments website that you will use when making your booking via the event website (the event
web address is near the top of the booking form). Alternatively call our customer service team on +44
(0) 20 7017 5503.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS Attendance at this Event is subject to
the KNect365 Law Delegate Terms and Conditions at https://law.
knect365.com/fidic-asia-pacific-contracts/terms-and-conditions.
Your attention is drawn in particular to clauses 6, 8 and 14 of
the KNect365 Law Delegate Terms and Conditions which have
been set out below:
Cancellation Policy: Cancellations received in writing more than 2
weeks before the event will be subject to a service charge of £99.
The full conference fees remain payable if cancellations are
received less than 2 weeks prior to the event. Substitutions are
welcome at any time. It may be necessary for reasons beyond
the control of the organiser to alter the content and timing of the
programme or the identity of the speakers. In the unfortunate
event that an event is cancelled Informa are not liable for any
costs incurred by delegates in connection with their attendance.
This contract is subject to English Law. Changes to the
Conference: KNect365 Law may (at its sole discretion) change
the format, speakers, participants, content, venue location and
programme or any other aspect of the Event at any time and for
any reason, whether or not due to a Force Majeure Event, in each

Delegates are responsible for the arrangement and payment of their own travel and
accommodation. Informa has negotiated a special room rate at the hotel, to take
advantage please go to the Plan Your Visit page on the conference website.

PERSONAL DETAILS

Fax:

2.5 Day Package: 2-day main conference + 1 half-day
workshop (specify 1 half-day workshop below)


Millennium
Gloucester Hotel, London
Kensington
4-18 Harringdon Gardens
Kensington
London, UK
SW7 4LH
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7373 6030
Web: http://www.millenniumhotels.co.uk

case without liability.
Data protection: The personal information which you provide to us
will be held by us on a database. You agree that KNect365 Law may
share this information with other companies in the Informa group.
Occasionally your details may be made available to selected third
parties who wish to communicate with you offers related to your
business activities. If you do not wish to receive these offers please
contact the database manager. If you do not wish your details to be
available to companies in the Informa Group, or selected third parties,
please contact the Database Manager, Informa UK Ltd, Maple House,
149 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1T 7AD, UK. Tel: +44 (0)20 7017
7077, fax: +44 (0)20 7017 7828 or email LegalIntegrity@informa.com
Incorrect Mailing: If you are receiving multiple mailings or you
would like us to change any details, or remove your name from our
database, please contact the Database Manager at the above address.
By completing and submitting this registration form, you confirm that
you have read and understood the KNect365 Law Delegate Terms and
Conditions and you agree to be bound by them.

1st Delegate Mr/Mrs/Ms
Job title

Department

Telephone

Fax

Email		
Yes! I would like to receive information about upcoming events by email. By giving
you my email address I am giving Informa companies the permission to contact me
by email

2nd Delegate Mr/Mrs/Ms
Job title

Department

Telephone

Fax

Email		
Yes! I would like to receive information about upcoming events by email. By giving
you my email address I am giving Informa companies the permission to contact me
by email

£200 discount

3rd Delegate Mr/Mrs/Ms
Job title
Telephone

Department
Fax

Email		
Yes! I would like to receive information about upcoming events by email. By giving
you my email address I am giving Informa companies the permission to contact me
by email

Name of your Line Manager Mr/Mrs/Ms
Job title

Department

Telephone

Fax

Email		

Booking Contact Mr/Mrs/Ms
Job title

Department

Telephone

Fax

Email

COMPANY DETAILS
Company Name
Postal Address

Telephone

Fax

Nature of Business
Billing Address

(if different from above address)

Billing E-mail Address:

